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Animals’ inner worlds are a hazy imitation of reality, shaped by evolution. Of the 
infinitude of stimuli that can arise in their natural environment, only a few will bear significance 
for an animal’s survival and reproductive success. Thus, neural circuits have evolved to extract 
only these relevant stimuli from the background and connect them to downstream effectors. 
Sometimes, competing representations of the outside world arise in the brain, and these must 
be resolved to ensure adaptive behaviour. Through the study of an animal’s behaviour, we 
can learn about its inner world: which stimuli it cares about; the desires these stimuli engender 
within it; and how its movements enact and extinguish those desires, allowing new stimuli to 
emerge that reorchestrate the inner world and refresh the cycle. Here, I present three studies 
that investigate the emergence of this world in the neural circuits of zebrafish larvae.  
In the first study, I mapped the behavioural sequences of zebrafish larvae as they 
pursued and consumed prey. Manipulating their vision with genetic mutants, virtual reality, 
and lesion studies revealed the dynamic features of stimuli that drive switches in the 
behaviour. I showed that, by chaining kinematically varied swim types into regular sequences, 
larvae bring prey to a binocular zone in the near visual field. Here, the fused representation of 
the stimulus across hemispheres releases stereotyped strike manoeuvres, tuned to the 
distance to the prey. 
In the second study, I helped investigate how visual circuits build representations of prey 
and predator stimuli. Measuring the responses of neurons to visual stimuli revealed how 
feature selectivity arises from the integration of upstream inputs. Features are unevenly 
represented across space, matching predicted changes in prey percepts as animals progress 
through their hunting sequences. When neurons tuned to specific features were ablated, I 
showed that the detection of prey was altered, no longer eliciting the usual hunting responses 
from animals. 
In the third study, I contributed to the discovery of a circuit in the brain that coordinates 
behavioural responses to competing stimuli. When confronted with multiple threats, animals 
either ignore one and escape from the other, or average their locations and escape in an 
intermediate direction. I showed that these two strategies are mediated by distinct swims 
types. Inhibiting specific neurons in the brain reduced directional escapes, but not intermediate 
ones, revealing a circuit that contributes to a bottom-up attention mechanism. 
Together, these three studies reveal the organisation of behaviour within neural circuits 
of the larval zebrafish brain. Finally, I consider the broader networks in the brain that might 
implement and modulate responses to salient visual stimuli, and how these circuits could serve 
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“To move things is all mankind can do, for which the sole executant is the muscle, whether it 
be whispering a syllable or felling a forest.” 
Charles Scott Sherrington 
 
 
When nervous systems evolved more than half a billion years ago, the ability to sense 
and interact dynamically with their environments afforded those first animals a key adaptive 
advantage over their sessile counterparts. Brains evolved to perform behaviour and, 
consequently, as the adage goes, nothing in neuroscience makes sense except in the light of 
behaviour. The study of behaviour in both humans and non-humans has been invaluable for 
understanding the brain (Krakauer et al., 2017; Niv, 2020). 
Early ethologists realised that animals do not perceive an unbiased view of the world. 
Rather, every animal’s internal experience is limited by the types and physiology of sensory 
receptors it possesses, the filters applied to these sensory inputs by layers of neural 
processing, its internal drives and desires, and the knowledge available to it through its 
behaviour. Jakob von Uexküll termed the limited worldview possessed by an animal the 
Umwelt (Uexküll, 1992). Von Uexküll divided this internal world of an animal into a perceptual 
field and a motor field, but realised the two were intricately linked (Figure 1A). In von Uexküll’s 
model, behaviour imbues objects in the world with meaning, and the perception of those 
objects compels animals to act. From a circuit neuroscience perspective, we might say that 
sensory circuits detect salient features in the environment; a sensorimotor transformation 
computes an optimal response given the current combination of features present; and motor 
circuits implement the response by coordinating the contraction of muscles. But von Uexküll’s 
model shows that this is more than a simple stimulus-response arc: the movements of the 
animal feed back into the environment, thereby changing it. Thus, a full understanding of the 
Umwelt comes only when we look at both the “inner world” of the subject (its brain), and the 






Figure 1. Classical models of behaviour 
(A) Illustration of von Uexküll’s Umwelt concept. Animals have a limited perception of the world, called 
their Umwelt. Animals only sense features of relevant objects, which release behaviours that 
feedback into the object, imparting it with a functional significance. Based on Uexküll (1992). 
(B) Tinbergen’s hierarchical model. Neuronal impulses try to flow down the hierarchy, but are blocked 
until an appropriate stimulus engages a releasing mechanism. Behaviours cross inhibit one another. 
Higher-level behaviours emerge from the sequencing of lower-level behaviours. Based on Tinbergen 
(1951), naming based on Anderson and Perona (2014). 
(C) Ewert’s model for the release of fixed action patterns for prey catching in toads. Sign stimuli drive 





1.1 Organisation of behaviour 
Behavioural hierarchies 
Contemporaries of von Uexküll, including Niko Tinbergen, considered a founding father 
in the field of ethology, realised that behaviour could be measured, quantified, studied, and 
formalised into principles. In The Study of Instinct, Tinbergen proposed a hierarchical 
organisation of behaviour (Tinbergen, 1951). This model proposes that behaviour is 
composed of modules, organised over multiple levels and timescales (Figure 1B). At the 
highest level of the hierarchy, instincts are innate drives that directly promote an animal’s 
survival and reproductive success, such as “feeding” or “reproduction”. Next in the hierarchy 
comes activities, intermediate level behaviours that help to fulfil these drives, such as chasing 
down prey or courtship. Activities are composed of actions, which “consume” the instinct by 
fulfilling a specific goal of the animal. These behaviours do not occur randomly, and Tinbergen 
envisaged a neuronal “block” between levels of the hierarchy. This block is removed only if an 
appropriate stimulus, called the “sign stimulus”, is present in the environment, which can 
unblock (“release”) downstream behaviours via a releasing mechanism. At each level of the 
hierarchy, behaviours cross-inhibit each other to ensure animals pursue only a single goal at 
a time, and the “internal state” modulates the expression of behaviours, promoting some and 
suppressing others. In the absence of sign stimuli, animals engage in spontaneous “appetitive” 
behaviours that seek an appropriate stimulus to release downstream blocks. 
The modular and hierarchical organisation of behaviour has invited comparisons to 
human language (Flash and Hochner, 2005). Actions might be considered the “syllables” of 
behaviour; activities the “sentences”; and the rules governing the sequencing of actions into 
broader activities a kind of “behavioural grammar” (Wiltschko et al., 2015). As such, the 
organisation of behaviour need not follow a strictly vertical hierarchy, and single actions can 
be reused between different activities (Egnor and Branson, 2016). Moreover, the action is not 
necessarily the lowest level of behavioural organisation, but rather can be further decomposed 
into motor primitives – or “movemes” as an analogy to “phonemes” (Del Vecchio et al., 2003) 
– the true “atoms” of behaviour (Figure 1B). 
Experimental observations overwhelmingly confirm the usefulness of Tinbergen’s model 
for understanding behaviour and the brain. Jörg-Peter Ewert’s work on prey catching in toads 
identified distinct actions – orientating, approaching, fixating, snapping – that constitute the 
behaviour (Ewert, 1987) (Figure 1C). Psychopysical experiments identified sign stimuli, 
typically consisting of worm-shaped objects of a specific orientation, that release each action; 
and neural correlates of these stimuli and associated actions were identified in the brain. 
More recently, computational modelling has confirmed a hierarchical organisation to the 
spontaneous, grooming, and odour-directed behaviours of flies (Berman et al., 2014; Seeds 
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et al., 2014; Tao et al., 2019); as well as behavioural sequences in worms, zebrafish larvae, 
and mice (Gomez-Marin et al., 2016; Marques et al., 2018; Wiltschko et al., 2015). 
Correspondences between specific sensory stimuli and motor actions have been identified for 
fly courtship (Coen et al., 2014), zebrafish prey capture (Semmelhack et al., 2014), and 
visually mediated escapes in insects, fish, and mammals (Klapoetke et al., 2017; Simmons et 
al., 2010; Temizer et al., 2015; Yilmaz and Meister, 2013). In many cases, the encoding of 
such sign stimuli was localised to specific neurons. Thus, identifying the building blocks of 
behaviour, how these building blocks are organised into sequences, and how these 
sequences are patterned by the stimuli impinging upon an animal’s senses are integral to our 
understanding of the function of nervous systems. 
Principles of behavioural organisation 
Over recent decades, further principles underpinning the structure of animal behaviour 
have emerged (Figure 2). The existence of elementary building blocks for behaviour is rooted 
in biomechanics, muscle synergies, and the neural encoding of movement (Berman, 2018; 
Bizzi and Cheung, 2013; Brown and Bivort, 2018; Flash and Hochner, 2005). Collectively, 
these restrict the possible postures of an animal and force correlations between the relative 
positions of body parts. Consequently, posture is observed to be low-dimensional, and we 
might envisage behaviour as a trajectory through this low-dimensional postural space. Motor 
primitives or actions are typically short, recurring postural trajectories. The stereotypy and 
discreteness of behaviour – how similar the same actions are to each other and how different 
they are from other actions – are other important features to study. Stereotypy and 
discreteness are observed in the behaviour of flies, worms, and mice (Berman et al., 2014; 
Stephens et al., 2008; Wiltschko et al., 2015); although in other model systems such as the 
zebrafish larva it is less clear whether behaviours fall under discrete categories (Marques et 
al., 2018; Mirat et al., 2013), or exist as a continuum (Borla et al., 2002; Jouary and Sumbre, 
2016; Patterson et al., 2013). Finally, researchers are still seeking frameworks for discussing 
and quantifying the hierarchical organisation of behaviour. Probabilistic models describing 
transitions between behaviours such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (Katsov et al., 2017; 
Wiltschko et al., 2015), language-inspired dictionary-based approaches (Gomez-Marin et al., 
2016), and dimensionality reduction via transition matrix decomposition (Berman et al., 2016) 






Figure 2. Principles of behavioural organisation 
(A) Postural modes of the nematode worm. Correlations between angles along the central body axis 
as a worm moves allows its posture to be well described by the linear combination of only four 
shapes. Adapted from Brown et al. (2013). 
(B) Illustration of behaviour as trajectories through a low-dimensional postural space. Dimensions in 
this space represent shapes that, when mixed together in different proportions, describe the posture 
of an animal. Paths through this space depict changes in posture over time, which recur as 
behaviours repeat. If new trajectories match past ones precisely, behaviour is stereotyped. 
(C) Discreteness and hierarchy in behavioural maps. Points in the map represent entire movements 
(actions). Neighbouring points represent similar actions and clusters suggest discrete differentiable 
behaviours. Similar actions might be more likely to occur sequentially during behaviour, suggesting 
hierarchical organisation. 
(B) & (C) adapted from Brown and Bivort (2018). 
 
Prey capture and escape 
Behavioural sequences emerge as animals respond to both external cues in the 
environment, and intrinsic brain activity representing an “internal state”. In the absence of 
classical “sign stimuli” to drive specific goal-directed movements, intrinsic neural activity 
predominantly patterns behaviour. Spontaneously generated behavioural sequences still obey 
a highly structured and hierarchical organisation in worms, flies, fish, and mice (Berman et al., 
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2016; Dunn et al., 2016a; Katsov et al., 2017; Stephens et al., 2011; Wiltschko et al., 2015). 
The presence of salient stimuli in the environment, such as conspecifics, food, or predators, 
however, further shapes the structure and sequencing of behaviour (Coen et al., 2014; Ewert, 
1987; Gomez-Marin et al., 2016; Han et al., 2017; Hinz and Polavieja, 2017; Marques et al., 
2018; Tao et al., 2019). Two behaviours that have historically served as important models for 
the sensorimotor transformations underlying visual behaviour, and its neural circuit basis, are 
prey catching and escape. 
Prey catching and escape are the manifestation of two of the most important drives that 
animals possess: eat, and don’t get eaten. Starkly contrasting, prey capture represents an 
appetitive behaviour and escape a defensive one. Despite this, mounting evidence suggests 
that the two share common neuronal substrates. For example, in mammals, neurons in the 
periaqueductal gray (PAG) are involved in both prey capture and predator avoidance 
behaviours (Comoli et al., 2003). Similarly, the central amygdala is considered a hub for 
controlling both defensive and appetitive behaviours (Fadok et al., 2018). The optic tectum 
(superior colliculus) is implicated in both prey capture and escape in fish (Dunn et al., 2016b; 
Gahtan et al., 2005; Helmbrecht et al., 2018; Temizer et al., 2015), anurans (Ewert et al., 2001; 
Nakagawa and Hongjian, 2010), and rats (Sahibzada et al., 1986). In the case of the zebrafish 
larva, single neurons respond to both prey- and predator-like stimuli and population tuning 
changes depending on the internal state of the animal (Barker and Baier, 2015; Filosa et al., 
2016), suggesting overlapping circuitry for the two behaviours. Remarkably, in some species 
there is evidence that escaping predators and hunting prey even deploy the same behavioural 
modules. For example, in the archerfish, high velocity darting swims towards prey are 
kinematically indistinguishable from escape responses (Wöhl and Schuster, 2007). 
Many features of predator- and prey-like stimuli may allow – or necessitate – them to 
share common representations in the brain. First, an approaching predator will appear to loom 
on the retina of an animal. The motion of the predator, however, will similarly cause the prey 
to loom on its own retina. Thus, looming-detectors may respond to both predator and prey 
stimuli. The rate of this loom is determined by the size and speed of the approaching object. 
Thus, to disambiguate the two, animals must always be aware of their own motion and predict 
how it will cause the apparent size of objects in their visual field to change. Animals may also 
use independent cues to determine the size of objects in their visual field, allowing them to 
assess whether they are potential food, or potential threats. 
Second, and crucial to both behaviours, is attention. Some stimuli, such as the sudden 
appearance of a predator, require an immediate response from the animal, and bottom-up 
attentional mechanisms exist to “alert” other circuits to these stimuli. Similarly, if an animal is 
hungry and actively searching for food, attention circuits might alert the brain to the presence 
of prey. These attentional mechanisms can suppress ongoing behaviours to promote a 
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response to the most salient stimulus at a given moment (Knudsen, 2018). Thus, a common 
attention circuit involved in both prey catching and predator avoidance might coordinate 
responses to salient stimuli in the environment, regardless of valence. 
1.2 Competition in the brain 
Feed-forward activation and global suppression 
The visual scene can be cluttered with prey, predators, obstacles, conspecifics, and 
detritus. Somehow, the brain must resolve competing actions to the various sign stimuli that 
might be present in the visual field. This is particularly challenging for bilaterians (which 
includes all vertebrates), where each side of the brain might be receiving vastly different 
representations of the outside world. 
In the grooming behaviour of fruit flies, currently active motor programs suppress others; 
ensuring only one behaviour in the grooming sequence occurs at a time (Seeds et al., 2014). 
A complementary feed-forward excitation chain exists in songbirds, allowing the orderly 
sequential execution of song syllables (Long et al., 2010). Global suppression of “weak” stimuli 
combined with enhancement of “strong” (i.e. salient) stimuli provides a general mechanism for 
selecting single objects in the visual field for a response (Knudsen, 2018). A feed-forward 
excitation, such as that found in birdsong production, could also help animals to keep track of 
salient objects in the visual field. Moreover, there is no reason why such mechanisms should 
be restricted to operating unilaterally, and could plausibly provide a mechanism for action 
selection across hemispheres. 
However, overlap of the visual field between the two eyes can create duplicated 
responses to the same object on each side of the brain. In such circumstances, “suppressing” 
a response to one representation might cause maladaptive behaviour arising from the 
mislocalisation of objects in space. This creates a correspondence problem: how does the 
brain know that stimulus-evoked activity in each hemisphere represents the same object in 
space, or two different objects? 
Stereopsis 
Once the correspondence problem is solved, animals with binocular overlap in the visual 
field unlock access to a powerful computation: stereopsis. The distance between the eyes 
causes each to see a slightly different view of the world. This introduces a relative shift 
(disparity) between objects in the visual field at different distances, or an absolute shift relative 
to a reference point on each retina. While parallax, lens accommodation, and changes in 
angular size on the retina can also provide depth cues for animals, this information can only 
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be obtained from behaviour (i.e. by moving). Stereopsis allows animals to obtain depth 
perception “for free” from visual cues alone. 
Disparity-detecting neurons are considered hallmarks of stereoscopic depth perception, 
and are found in the visual cortex of mammals with large overlapping visual fields (Barlow et 
al., 1967; Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Ohzawa et al., 1990). However, stereoscopic depth 
perception also exists in insects such as the praying mantis (which do not have a cortex), and 
emerges via a different mechanism from mammals (Nityananda et al., 2016, 2018). Non-
mammalian vertebrates, such as owls (Willigen, 2011) and toads (Collett, 1977), also use 
disparity to judge the depth of objects in the visual field. Interestingly, toads seem to use 
stereopsis to judge the distance to prey prior to snapping. These animals do not have a 
mammalian-like cortex, and hint that subcortical circuitry might also be able to generate 
stereoscopic depth perception. The tectum is a large centre of visual processing and a 
possible site for binocular integration, as is the pretectum, where binocular integration can 
resolve ambiguous whole-field motion stimuli in fish (Kubo et al., 2014). 
1.3 Zebrafish as a model in neuroethology 
Fish, representing approximately half of all vertebrate species, have long served as 
model systems for understanding animal behaviour and its neural basis. Tinbergen’s models 
of behaviour, for example, were inspired in part by his study of the courtship and territorial 
displays of sticklebacks. At the same time, neurophysiologists studied large neurons in the 
brains of fish (first identified in the 19th Century by Ludwig Mauthner) that are responsible for 
triggering escape responses (Korn and Faber, 2005; Wilson, 1959). Following pioneering work 
by George Streisinger and colleagues (Streisinger et al., 1981), in the latter half of the 20th 
Century the zebrafish larva became cemented as a model system for both developmental and 
behavioural genetics (Neuhauss et al., 1999; Nüsslein-Volhard, 2012), and neuroscience 
(Kimmel et al., 1982; Metcalfe et al., 1986). 
Zebrafish larvae have many favourable characteristics that make them appealing for 
studying behaviour and its neural basis. First, zebrafish are tractable for large mutagenesis 
screens, which have identified hundreds of mutants with deficits in visual behaviours 
(Neuhauss et al., 1999). Large reverse genetic screens are now also possible with state-of-
the-art genome engineering tools (Thyme et al., 2019). Thus, the zebrafish larva can help 
reveal the genetic basis of behaviour. Second, they embody a vertebrate with a limited yet 
interesting set of behaviours: behaviours that are simple enough to understand, study, map, 
and comprehend with available technology; and implemented by brains that share homology 
with other vertebrates. Finally, their small size, transparency, and a menagerie of genetic tools 
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allows the activity of single neurons throughout the brain to be studied and perturbed non-
invasively in live behaving animals (Baier and Scott, 2009). 
 Zebrafish larvae have been demonstrated to be useful models for both prey capture 
and escape behaviours. The genetic toolbox has already revealed much of the visual circuitry 
underlying these behaviours, particularly in the retina, pretectum, and tectum. However, how 
representations of prey and predators emerge within these circuits, how attentional 
mechanisms in the brain select which representations an animal should act upon, and how 
the concatenation of these actions produce coherent, goal-directed behaviour remains less 
clear. 
Zebrafish ethology 
Zebrafish larvae swim in bouts, punctuated bursts of tail beating interspersed with 
periods of quiescence. These swim bouts last hundreds of milliseconds and typically occur 
with a frequency around once per second. Bouts are not homogeneous (Figure 3). The first 
bouts to be characterised were C-starts, a behavioural response to threatening stimuli 
widespread among fishes and amphibian larvae (Liu and Fetcho, 1999). From the early 
2000’s, researchers began investigating other bouts that zebrafish larvae produce. Budick & 
O’Malley distinguished between routine and escape turns, and distinct slow and fast swimming 
modes (Budick and O’Malley, 2000). The behavioural repertoire was later supplemented with 
additional swim types used during prey capture: J-turns, approach swims, and capture swims 
(Borla et al., 2002; McElligott and O’Malley, 2005; Patterson et al., 2013); delineation of 
different avoidance bouts such as the O-bend, S-startle and distinct short- and long-latency 
C-bends (Burgess and Granato, 2007a, 2007b; Liu et al., 2012); and the identification of 
distinct locomotor gaits (McLean et al., 2007; Müller and van Leeuwen, 2004; Severi et al., 
2014). Marques et al. (2018) identified 13 distinct swim types in a comprehensive analysis of 
zebrafish larval bout diversity over a variety of behavioural contexts. These included the 
majority of previously identified bouts in addition to novel long- and short-duration strike 




Figure 3. Diversity of zebrafish larval bouts 
Examples of a forward swim (Scoot), routine turn (R-turn), short-latency escape response (SLC) and 
J-turn. Adapted from Fero et al. (2011). 
 
While spontaneous swimming consists of kinematically distinct forward swims and turns 
(Girdhar et al., 2015; Mirat et al., 2013), such a clear delineation between types is not as 
obvious in the visually guided bouts that larvae deploy during prey capture (Borla et al., 2002; 
Jouary and Sumbre, 2016; Patterson et al., 2013). On the one hand, long-lasting large-
amplitude J-turns are clearly different from short low-amplitude approach swims. However, 
whether these bouts belong to clusters of distinct behaviours or represent two extremes of a 
continuum remains contentious (see Marques et al., 2018). Resolving this will aid in 
understanding how sensorimotor transformations are realised by the brain (are actions 
released by unique sign stimuli, or guided by directing stimuli? – to use Tinbergen’s 
framework). The distinction can also inform hypotheses about how the brain represents these 
behaviours, with a continuum suggesting possible shared circuitry and discrete clusters 
opening the possibility for designated neural pathways controlling each behaviour. 
Another open question about prey capture in the zebrafish larva is the nature of the final 
consummatory strike manoeuvre. It has long been clear that the capture does not constitute 
a single invariant behaviour. Zebrafish larvae, like other fishes, can perform either “ram” or 
“suction” captures, which involve consuming prey with or without an accompanying tail 
movement, respectively (Borla et al., 2002; Hernández et al., 2002; Patterson et al., 2013). 
However, the available evidence suggests that variation exists within the “ram” capture 
manoeuvre itself (Marques et al., 2018; McClenahan et al., 2012; Westphal and O’Malley, 
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2013). Again, it is not clear whether this variation reflects distinct modular behaviours or 
continuous modulation of a common swim pattern. Moreover, even less is known about what 
features of the stimulus determine which type of strike to perform, although it has been 
speculated that larvae might use binocular visual cues to determine distance to the prey, which 
in turn influences behavioural choice (Bianco et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 2013). 
Together, these studies provide a strong foundation for mapping the diversity of bout 
types in zebrafish larvae. Less understood is how goal-directed and adaptive behaviours 
emerge from combining these bouts into sequences. During spontaneous swimming, larvae 
preferentially chain together turns in one direction then the other, producing meandering 
trajectories through the environment (Dunn et al., 2016a). In the natural environment, this 
exploratory swimming pattern is subject to interruption and modulation by external stimuli and 
changes in the internal state of the animal. While some bout types are typically only released 
in response to a limited set of stimuli, such as the O-bend (Burgess and Granato, 2007a), and 
C- and S-starts (Liu et al., 2012); others may be reused across multiple behaviours (Marques 
et al., 2018). Understanding the relation between specific stimuli and motor actions has 
implications for the organisation of sensorimotor circuits in the brain, suggesting one-to-one, 
one-to-many, or many-to-one mappings between sensory representations and downstream 
motor systems. 
1.4 Organisation of zebrafish visuomotor circuits 
Levitis et al. (2009) concisely define behaviour as “the internally coordinated responses 
(actions and inactions) of whole living organisms (individuals or groups) to internal and/or 
external stimuli, excluding responses more easily understood as developmental changes”. In 
this view, receptor neurons sense stimuli (internal and external), motor neurons mediate 
responses (the closing of von Uexküll’s loop), and intervening layers of interneurons 
coordinate internally. The majority of visually mediated behaviours in vertebrates, including 
zebrafish, start with photoreceptors in the retina. Retinal layers sequentially process visual 
information, which is then broadcast to multiple other brain regions exclusively via retinal 
ganglion cells (RGCs) (Figure 4A). These retinorecipient brain regions include the preoptic 
area, hypothalamus, thalamus, pretectum, and tectum (known as the superior colliculus in 
mammals). Following this massive divergence, information must eventually converge onto a 
finite set of motor neurons distributed between the ventral spinal cord and cranial nuclei. Motor 
neurons innervate muscles, whose coordinated contraction and relaxation effect postural 





Due to the camera-like structure of the vertebrate eye, each part of the retina processes 
a specific part of the visual field. The nasal retina (nearer to the nose) processes the lateral 
visual field, and the temporal retina (nearer to the ear) processes the frontal visual field. 
Similarly, the ventral and dorsal parts of the retina process the upper and lower halves of the 
visual field, respectively. The two eyes do not necessarily view entirely separate parts of the 
visual field, as regions of the temporal retinae may point towards the same points in space, 
creating a dynamic zone of binocular overlap. This zone is especially large when the eyes 
point forward. 
The retina is a layered and heterogeneous structure (Figure 4A). At the level of the 
photoreceptors, visual information is split across four colour channels (fish have a UV cone in 
addition to the red, green and blue cones present in humans; rods are not functionally 
integrated into the circuit at the larval stage (Bilotta et al., 2001)). Information then flows 
vertically to bipolar cells, and then to RGCs. Wiring between the vertical layers as well as 
laterally acting horizontal and amacrine cells “tune” the responses of bipolar and ganglion cells 
to specific visual features. Thus within the ganglion cell layer of the retina there emerges 
multiple intermingled representations of the visual world. Moreover, these representations are 
not uniform across the retina, but rather features can be differentially processed over space 
(Baden et al., 2020). Thus, an animal’s perception of its Umwelt may vary across its visual 
field. 
In zebrafish larvae, RGCs project to ten arborisation fields (AFs) (Burrill and Easter, 
1994). The vast majority of RGCs terminate in AF10, the optic tectum, where they innervate 
one of nine layers. Many RGCs also project into one or multiple other AFs. The various 
combinations of retinal morphology and projection targets make for at least 50 morphological 
RGC types (Robles et al., 2014). Thus, each RGC transmits statistics about a part of visual 
space to one or multiple target regions, and each AF and tectal layer receives a mixture of 
representations from multiple RGC types (Figure 4A). 
The tectum receives retinotopic input, meaning that the map of visual space on the retina 
is recapitulated spatially along the anatomical axes of the tectum. The temporal retina (frontal, 
potentially binocular visual field) innervates the anterior tectum, the nasal retina innervates the 
posterior tectum, the dorsal retina innervates the ventral tectum, and the ventral retina 
innervates the dorsal tectum (Stuermer, 1988). In other AFs, retinotopy is not necessarily 
conserved (e.g. AFs 2, 3, 5 and 9), or different parts of visual space may be over-represented 
(e.g. AF7 has its own retinotopic map but over-represents the temporal retina) (Robles et al., 
2014). Moreover, in almost all fish species – zebrafish included – projections from the retina 
are fully crossed: the left side of the brain only receives input from the right retina and the right 
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side of the brain only receives inputs from the left retina. Thus, for binocular behaviour to be 





Figure 4. Organisation of the visual system in zebrafish larvae 
(A) Encoding of visual features in the retina and brain. Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) are feature 
detectors. Ten distinct brain regions receive input from RGCs, each from a specific combination of 
types, and a single type may transmit information to multiple brain regions. Adapted from Kölsch et 
al. (2021). 
(B) Diversity of cell types in the tectum. Nine layers of the tectal neuropil receive retinal input, each 
from a different combination of RGC types. Periventricular (PV) neurons integrate and redistribute 
information across layers. Adapted from Nevin et al. (2010). 
(C) Tectofugal projections in zebrafish larvae. Projection neurons transmit information from the 




Most neurons in the tectum lie in the periventricular (PV) layer and extend neurites into 
the layered neuropil. These PV neurons exhibit impressive morphological diversity (Förster et 
al., 2017; Nevin et al., 2010; Robles et al., 2011), often spanning across multiple layers 
(Figure 4B). The primary output neurons of the tectum are periventricular projection neurons 
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(PVPNs), which represent at least seven distinct morphological types that target combinations 
of the pretectum, tegmentum, isthmic region, hindbrain, and contralateral tectum (Helmbrecht 
et al., 2018) (Figure 4C). In addition to the PV layer, some neuron somata lie within the tectal 
neuropil itself. These are the neuropil and superficial interneurons, or, rarely, projection 
neurons. Such an organisation suggests that the split visual features from the retina recombine 
across tectal layers. These recombined representations are then distributed to other executive 
and premotor brain regions. 
Neurons in the tectum typically have small receptive fields, preserving the fine-grained 
topography inherited from the retina (Preuss et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2011). These small 
receptive fields may allow larvae to localise small prey items in space (Gahtan et al., 2005), 
and indeed the superficial tectum receives inputs from RGCs tuned to prey like stimuli 
(Semmelhack et al., 2014), which appears to be conserved within PV cell populations (Bianco 
and Engert, 2015). 
In addition to prey-like stimuli, the tectum also receives inputs from looming-selective 
RGCs (Temizer et al., 2015). Similarly, looming-selective responses are observed within tectal 
cells (Dunn et al., 2016b). Interestingly, some tectal neurons appear to be dually tuned to both 
small and large objects, suggesting potential overlap in the circuitry that processes prey and 
threats in the tectum (Barker and Baier, 2015). The majority of studies to date, however, have 
focussed on either RGC or tectal cell tuning, so it is less clear how the tectum integrates and 
transforms the visual information it receives from specific RGC channels. 
Recently, tools have emerged that allow us to explore the relationship between form and 
function in tectal neurons (Förster et al., 2018). Moreover, since features are not uniformly 
encoded across the visual field, tectal microcircuits might similarly differ along visual axes. 
Helmbrecht et al. (2018) found topographic coding of prey- and predator-like stimuli in the 
outputs of the tectum, and there is some evidence that the anterior tectum is preferentially 
involved in processing prey stimuli (Muto et al., 2013). However, a systematic analysis of the 
functional processing of features by the tectum over the visual field is lacking. 
Downstream circuits 
The pretectum and tectum receive feature maps of space from the retina. While each 
pretectal nucleus appears to receive selective inputs from only a subset of RGC types, the 
tectum receives a less biased overview of the entire visual field. With the myriad of potentially 
competing and distracting stimuli in naturalistic environments, animals must select a single 
object for a response to ensure coherent behaviour. The midbrain attention network provides 
a possible neural substrate for such a computation (Knudsen, 2018). 
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In addition to encoding visual features, the tectum (superior colliculus) of many species 
also contains a “saliency map”, encoding the location of conspicuous features in the 
environment (Ben-Tov et al., 2015; Knudsen, 2018; Koch and Ullman, 1987; White et al., 
2017). The formation of this saliency map is thought to consist of two components: focal 
enhancement of the most salient objects in the visual field, and the global inhibition of all 
others. Competition between salient stimuli could occur within the tectum itself (Kardamakis 
et al., 2015), or via a loop with a nucleus at the midbrain-hindbrain boundary known as the 
nucleus isthmi (Knudsen, 2018). 
A saliency map such as that observed in lampreys and birds could implement a system 
known as “winner-take-all”, whereby a single stimulus is selected for a behavioural response 
at the expense of all others (Lee et al., 1999). In addition to winner-take-all, however, the 
superior colliculus (the mammalian homologue of the tectum) implements an integration of 
stimuli in the visual field, causing an average of competing behavioural outputs to emerge 
(Lisberger and Ferrera, 1997; Nummela and Krauzlis, 2011). While bottom-up attention is 
believed to be present in the tectum of fish (Ben-Tov et al., 2015), the mechanism by which 
fish resolve competing visual inputs to generate an appropriate behavioural response remains 
to be determined. 
1.5 Zebrafish as a genetically tractable system 
Behavioural studies can tell us how animals interact dynamically with their 
environments, and the kinds of computations they might use while doing so. Understanding 
the “inner world” of animals, however, requires us to measure and manipulate neural activity, 
ideally in a living, awake, behaving specimen. Measuring neural activity can tell us which 
neurons might be involved in the production of a behaviour, or perception of a stimulus. 
Removing those neurons from a circuit allows us to test whether the activity we observed was 
instructive for producing that behaviour or perception, merely coincidental, or perhaps 
performing a redundant computation in parallel with other circuits. We can also perturb activity 
dynamically – asking how an animal’s behaviour might change if we temporarily excite or 
silence a population of neurons during our behavioural paradigms. 
The transparency and genetic tractability of the zebrafish larva, along with a plethora of 
experimental tools, allows us to address such questions non-invasively. Particularly useful in 
zebrafish are optical methods that allow us to read out and perturb neural circuits with light 
(Baier and Scott, 2009) (Figure 5A). Many of these tools take the form of fluorescent proteins, 
light-gated ion channels, or enzymes that evolved in other species, and so must be introduced 





One way to introduce genetically encoded experimental tools into the brain is to take the 
promoter of a gene expressed in neurons, fuse it to the coding region of a transgene, and 
integrate the resulting construct into the genome (Higashijima et al., 2000). A more versatile 
approach involves splitting the expression system in two: having a population of driver lines 
that can drive expression of any tool in some neurons of interest, and a population of reporter 
lines whose genomes contain the tools themselves. Driver lines contain a transcription factor 
from another species, such as GAL4 from yeast, in their genome under control of a promoter 
(or enhancer) of interest. In yeast, GAL4 binds to an endogenous promoter element called the 
UAS and drives expression of downstream genes. Reporter lines contain a transgene under 
the control of a UAS. Crossing a driver line with a reporter line can produce double-transgenic 
animals that contain both the GAL4 and UAS. In these animals, our genetically encoded 
protein tools will only be present in the desired subset of cells (Figure 5B). One advantage of 
this system is that any driver can be combined with any reporter. Thus, when a new driver line 
is generated it immediately gains access to the complete pool of previously made reporters; 
similarly, new reporters can be readily combined with any pre-existing driver. 
Functional imaging of neuronal activity 
Calcium ions are a universal messenger in intracellular signalling pathways. In neurons, 
membrane depolarisation during action potentials causes calcium to enter the cytosol through 
voltage-gated channels, and thus intracellular calcium levels provide a proxy for neural activity 
(Grienberger and Konnerth, 2012). Calcium levels inside neurons can be visualised with the 
aid of fluorescent calcium indicators, whose fluorescence intensity changes depending on 
calcium concentration. While synthetic calcium sensors have existed since the 1980’s (Tsien, 
1980), protein-based sensors allow indicators to be expressed in specific cells using genetic 
tools (so-called genetically encoded calcium indicators, GECIs). GCaMP is a GECI created 
by the fusion of GFP with calmodulin (CaM, a calcium-binding protein) (Nakai et al., 2001). 
Subsequent improvements and modifications to the original GCaMP has provided an array of 
indicators varying in brightness, binding affinity, and decay rates (Akerboom et al., 2012; Tian 
et al., 2012). 
Visualising neural activity at cellular resolution is further aided by two-photon laser 
scanning microscopy (Denk et al., 1990). Two-photon microscopy depends on the near 
simultaneous absorption of two photons to excite a fluorophore. Due to the rarity of the two-
photon effect, excitation occurs within a much smaller volume of the imaging beam compared 
to one-photon methods, providing better optical sectioning. Moreover, the longer wavelength 
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light used for two-photon microscopy is scattered less by brain tissue, providing deeper 
penetration into the sample. 
The transparency and small size of the zebrafish larva make it conducive to live imaging 
throughout its entire brain with two-photon microscopy. GCaMP’s can be expressed in 
targeted neuronal populations using direct promoter fusions or bipartite systems like 
GAL4/UAS. Additionally, infrared light used for two-photon imaging is invisible to the larvae, 
allowing controlled visual stimuli to be presented (e.g. via a screen) to live behaving animals 
without interference from the imaging beam. This approach was used to identify AF7 as the 
target of prey-responsive RGCs (Semmelhack et al., 2014), map tectal responses to prey-like 
stimuli (Bianco and Engert, 2015), identify neural correlates of visually mediated escapes 
(Dunn et al., 2016b; Temizer et al., 2015), and identify different tectal output pathways for prey 
capture and predator avoidance (Helmbrecht et al., 2018). Two-photon calcium imaging can 
also readily be combined with other techniques, such as modelling of neuronal responses, 
single cell labelling, targeted ablations of specific populations, and optogenetics to investigate 
functional connectivity between brain regions and cell types (Orger and de Polavieja, 2017). 
Targeted ablation of neurons 
In addition to functional calcium imaging, two-photon microscopy provides a means to 
target single neurons in the brain for ablation (Muto and Kawakami, 2018; Orger et al., 2008). 
The two approaches can be applied sequentially within the same animal (Figure 5C). For 
example, larvae might be presented with a battery of visual stimuli and the tuning of single 
neurons measured. Then, functionally characterised neurons can be targeted for ablation with 
the two-photon laser (Vladimirov et al., 2018). An animal may be imaged again to determine 
how functional responses of other neurons in a circuit have changed, or freed from the 
embedding medium (typically agarose) and tested in behavioural assays. 
Chemogenetics provides an alternative means to ablate neurons in zebrafish larvae. 
Nitroreductase (NTR) is a bacterial enzyme that metabolises the prodrug, metronidazole 
(MTZ). Since NTR is a protein, it can be introduced into specific cell populations via 
transgenesis, as described above. Upon bath application of MTZ, cells expressing NTR 
convert the prodrug into cytotoxic compounds, inducing cell death (Figure 5D). The approach 
is particularly useful for ablating a large number of cells, including entire brain regions, or 
genetically defined cell types. Larvae that have received NTR-mediated ablations are then 





Figure 5. Tools for neural circuit analysis in zebrafish larvae 
(A) Methods for targeted imaging and stimulation of the zebrafish larval brain. One photon scanning 
stimulates a cone through the brain. Two photon scanning stimulates a much smaller volume. An 
optic fibre will stimulate a column. Adapted from Baier and Scott (2009) 
(B) The GAL/UAS system for transgenic expression in zebrafish. Decoupling promoters from 
transgenes using a bipartite expression system allows for the expression of the same transgenic tool 
in different cell types, and for the expression of different transgenic tools within the same cell type. 
Adapted from Sugano and Neuhauss (2013). 
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(C) Two-photon ablation of functionally identified cells. Imaging GCaMP6f in fish presented with 
different stimuli, followed by ablation of functionally identified cells. Adapted from Vladimirov et al. 
(2018). 
(D) Targeted ablation of cells using nitroreductase (NTR). Application of the prodrug, MTZ, kills cells 
that expressing NTR, here tagged with a fluorescent molecule for visualisation, and expressed in 
RGCs using the GAL4/UAS system. Adapted from Barker and Baier (2015) 
(E) Optogenetic elicitation of behaviour using ChR2. Top left: ChR2 is a membrane protein that 
conducts cations in the presence of blue light. Top right: a larva expressing ChR2 in its tectum was 
embedded in agarose. Stimulating the tectum with blue light delivered via an optic fibre induced 
forward swimming (bottom trace). Adapted from Helmbrecht et al. (2018). 
(F) Optogenetic inhibition of behaviour using GtACR2. Top left: GtACR2 is membrane protein that 
conducts chloride in the presence of blue light. Top right: a larva expressing GtACR2 in its pretectum 
was embedded in agarose and shown a horizontally moving grating, which induces an optokinetic 
response (OKR). Stimulating the pretectum with blue light reduced the behavioural response to the 
grating (bottom trace). Adapted from Wu et al. (2020). 
Channel schematics in (E) & (F) adapted from Jin et al. (2017). 
 
Optogenetics 
Targeted ablations provide a means to remove specific neuronal populations from a 
circuit, allowing their necessity for behaviour or the acquisition of functional responses in other 
neurons to be determined. However, these approaches permanently remove neurons from 
their circuits, and are not practicable for perturbing neural activity on short timescales. 
Optogenetics provides a means to reversibly and quickly excite or silence neurons non-
invasively in live behaving animals. 
Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) is a light-gated cation channel found naturally in the green 
alga, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Stimulating the channel with blue light induces depolarising 
currents in cells (Nagel et al., 2003), including neurons (Boyden et al., 2005). In the genetically 
tractable optically transparent zebrafish larva, ChR2 can be introduced into specific neural 
populations using transgenesis. Neurons can then be stimulated broadly with, e.g., a blue 
LED, or in a spatially restricted manner with an optic fibre coupled to a laser, with fine temporal 
precision (Figure 5E) (Barker and Baier, 2015; dal Maschio et al., 2017; Thiele et al., 2014). 
Optogenetic tools can also silence neurons with light. The first of these silencers to be 
developed was halorhodopsin from the archaea Natronomonas pharaonis (NpHR) (Zhang et 
al., 2007). NpHR is a light-activated chloride pump best stimulated with green light, which has 
successfully be used to investigate the neural basis of behaviour in zebrafish larvae 
(Arrenberg et al., 2009). However, the relative inefficiency and phototoxicity of halorhodopsin 
has driven researchers to seek alternative optogenetic silencers (Mahn et al., 2018). 
Promising among these new silencers are light-gated anion-conducting channels, such as 
GtACR’s from Guillardia theta (Govorunova et al., 2015), which have been successfully proven 
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With the nervous system intact the reactions of the various parts of that system, the 'simple 
reflexes', are ever combined into great unitary harmonies, actions which in their sequence 
one upon another constitute in their continuity what may be termed the 'behaviour'.  
Charles Scott Sherrington 
 
Animals do not live in the real world, but in the “inner world” of their Umwelt. What do 
animals see in that Umwelt, and how do they influence it through their behaviour? 
For the zebrafish larva, the Umwelt is a reflection of the pools and streams, tributaries 
of the Ganges, in the foothills of the Himalayas (Parichy, 2015). Small and defenceless, all the 
week-old larva can do is eat as much as possible while staying out of harm’s way. Small, shiny 
zooplankton likely feature heavily in the zebrafish larva Umwelt. As do the bigger fish in the 
pond, lurking in the depths, which can quickly turn the hunter into the hunted. 
Thus, there exists a balance of needs in the brain of the zebrafish larva, as in all brains. 
Grabbing a quick meal is a priority; best not to linger too long: but to be overly cautious is to 
risk starvation. These competing drives do not paralyse the animal. Rather, its movements are 
structured, ordered, and tailored towards selected goals. Perhaps a few simple stereotyped 
movements are sufficient to navigate the Umwelt, easy for the brain to produce and replicate 
with consistent results; or perhaps a continuum of movements is best, allowing for more 
variable but less reliable behaviour. What does a “goal” even look like to a fish; what features 
of prey and predators filter through to its Umwelt? How does its brain build these 
representations? Then, out of all the clutter, how does it select one representation as the 
current “goal” most in need of a response? How does that goal persist in the brain – is it a 
static representation or a dynamically shifting mirage as the animal moves through its 
environment? Finally, how does the perceptual field of the Umwelt wire to the releasers of 
behaviour, allowing the animal to fulfil these goals in the first place? 
Here, I will discuss tools for investigating the structure of animals’ movements and their 
temporal coordination. Next, I will consider the movements and stimuli that allow zebrafish 
larvae to capture their prey. I will discuss how neural circuits might build representations of 
salient objects in the visual field, select one for a response, and then generate appropriate 
targeted movements. Finally, I will propose how future work might seek to expand our 
understanding of the zebrafish larva’s Umwelt, and consider more generally how new 
Umwelten might emerge over evolution.  
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3.1 Mapping behaviour 
Identifying the building blocks of behaviour 
Tinbergen’s hierarchical organisation of behaviour is intrinsically modular: animals have 
numerous instincts that drive them towards distinct survival and reproductive goals; these 
goals are achieved through distinct activities; and these activities are composed of discrete 
actions, released by specific stimuli. While differences between high-level behaviours (e.g. 
courtship vs. feeding) might be readily apparent to human observers (although, occasionally, 
these go hand-in-hand; (Thornhill, 1976)), at lower levels of the hierarchy, identifying 
boundaries between distinct actions becomes non-trivial, especially if the movements of an 
animal are fused into a continuum. Identifying elementary building blocks can provide a useful 
framework for discussing behaviour (Egnor and Branson, 2016), reveal how the brain encodes 
movement (Bizzi and Cheung, 2013), and serve as plausible substrates for behavioural 
evolution (Brown and Bivort, 2018; Hernández et al., 2020). 
In my research, I have treated the bout as the elementary unit of zebrafish behaviour, in 
concordance with previous analyses (Mirat et al., 2013). Whether the bout is the lowest 
meaningful level to study zebrafish behaviour, however, is not clear. For example, while the 
initial tail beats of a bout appear to be truly ballistic movements, later tail beats are subject to 
modulation by sensory feedback (Portugues and Engert, 2011; Trivedi and Bollmann, 2013). 
Furthermore, analysis of bout sub-structure has revealed stereotyped tail half beats that 
combine to produce distinct bout types (Marques et al., 2018). Nonetheless, studies of the 
reticular formation of zebrafish larvae suggest that, at least at this level, neural correlates of 
bout types such as C-starts, slow and fast swims, and routine turns exist (Huang et al., 2013; 
Kimmel et al., 1980; O’Malley et al., 1996; Orger et al., 2008; Severi et al., 2014; Wang and 
McLean, 2014). Therefore, one could hypothesise that characterising the variation and 
stereotypy in zebrafish bouts could reveal the encoding of behaviour at the level of the 
hindbrain, which, in mammals, similarly represents complete actions (Capelli et al., 2017; 
Esposito et al., 2014). 
Mapping the structure of behaviour 
After determining what level of behaviour to study, we can seek informative 
representations that reveal its structure and how this relates to underlying neural mechanisms. 
Numerous strategies have emerged as starting points for characterising the kinematics of 
behaviour, most of which fall under two broad categories: feature-based approaches and 
postural dynamics. Either of these approaches can produce behavioural maps: quantitative, 
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visual representations of the movements of an animal that reveal something informative about 
its structure (see Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6. Mapping the structure of behaviour 
(A) Extracting bout features from segmented behavioural traces. 
(B) Behavioural map of bout features. Adapted from Fernandes et al. (2021). 
(C) MotionMapper pipeline for generating maps of behaviour. Adapted from Berman et al. (2014). 





In Fernandes et al., (2021), my colleagues and I showed that threatening stimuli that 
compete for visual attention elicit one of two behavioural strategies: select one stimulus for a 
response and ignore the other (winner-take-all); or integrate the stimuli to produce a response 
intermediate to what would be elicited by each stimulus alone (averaging). Both of these 
strategies are implemented in the same brain, suggesting that internal states might tip the 
balance between one strategy and the other. I applied a feature-based approach to 
characterising swim bouts in embedded larvae responding to looming disks, which revealed 
that these two strategies are realised by different kinds of swim bout: C-starts for winner-take-
all, and burst swims for averaging (see Figure 6B, blue and red points, respectively). Feature-
based approaches are appealing since they start with intuitive descriptions of an animal’s 
movement (“how fast?”, “how large?”), and have been used to categorise bouts of free-
swimming larvae into robust categories (Marques et al., 2018; Mirat et al., 2013). 
One drawback of feature-based approaches, however, is that it is less clear how neural 
circuits could take such representations and convert them into a coherent sequence of muscle 
contractions. Ultimately, distinct behaviours emerge via the differential contraction of muscle 
groups and the resulting forces acting mechanically on the body parts of an animal (and 
additional counteracting forces provided by the environment). Such comprehensive physical 
models are, however, challenging to obtain. The study of postural dynamics, describing how 
the shape of an animal changes over time, has emerged as a more accessible approximation 
of this complex physical interplay (Berman et al., 2014; Brown and Bivort, 2018; Girdhar et al., 
2015; Stephens et al., 2008; Wiltschko et al., 2015) (see Figure 6C,D). 
In Mearns et al. (2020), I mapped the structure of free-swimming zebrafish behaviour by 
studying postural dynamics. Applying a dimensionality reducing method (PCA) to a 
“skeletonised” representation of the tail revealed that relatively few simple shapes, known as 
“eigenmodes”, explained the majority (>85%) of the variation in tail posture over time. Girdhar 
et al. (2015) found a similar, limited set of “eigenmodes” when they studied the spontaneous 
swimming of zebrafish larvae, and low-dimensional representations of tail posture have also 
been found in nematodes (Stephens et al., 2008). In organisms with more complex body plans, 
such as fruit flies and mice, more “eigenmodes” are required to explain the same variance in 
body posture (ten for mice (Wiltschko et al., 2015), and as many as 50 for flies (Berman et al., 
2014)). Notably, however, tail shape alone does not sufficiently describe the complete posture 
of a zebrafish larva. The jaws, pectoral fins, and eyes all further contribute to the movements 
of the fish, and likely add to the dimensionality of their postural space. Moreover, principal 
components do not necessarily capture neural representations of body posture. In the case of 
the zebrafish tail, principal components are reminiscent of a harmonic series, and so these 
components reflect an efficient representation of an oscillating string; and in worms, 
“eigenmodes” do not map directly to observed neural activity (Kato et al., 2015). 
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Behaviour is dynamic: animal motion is continuous, and we can represent that motion 
as trajectories in postural space. Postural dynamics also provides a handle on questions of 
discreteness and stereotypy in behaviour (see Figure 2). What kinds of trajectories through 
this space do animals make, and how precisely do they repeat? These questions, however, 
pose the new challenge of sufficiently capturing time information in our behavioural maps. In 
Mearns et al. (2020), I used dynamic time warping (DTW), which provides a measure of 
similarity between time series (Sakoe and Chiba, 1978). An alternative approach, adopted by 
Berman et al. (2014), is to convert postural time series to a spectrogram, capturing variation 
in frequency. Yet another approach has used autoregression to identify timescales that best 
captured modularity in behaviour (Wiltschko et al., 2015). Notably, these approaches were 
applied in vastly different species, yet all revealed repeating kinematic motifs lasting hundreds 
of milliseconds, suggesting that these sub-second timescales are deeply ingrained into motor 
representations of the brain across taxa. 
While the postural space of an animal may be inherently low dimensional, the myriad 
behaviours that can emerge from these postures over time may not (Bialek, 2020). This poses 
a final problem for the generation of behavioural maps from postural dynamics – depicting 
high-dimensional behavioural data in an informative way. Here, non-linear embedding 
algorithms have emerged as a promising solution. In Mearns et al. (2020), I favoured isomap 
(Tenenbaum et al., 2000) as a method to uncover the structure of the zebrafish behavioural 
space. Isomap “unwraps” the distances between points in a high-dimensional space, 
identifying new axes that preserve the global structure of the data. MotionMapper (Berman et 
al., 2014) uses t-SNE, which preserves local clusters of nearby points in the embedding, but 
disrupts the structure of the data on a larger scale. This t-SNE-based approach reveals 
discrete behaviours with direct neural correlates in the brain in flies (Cande et al., 2018). 
However, obvious discreteness does not emerge when embedding zebrafish swim bouts 
using t-SNE (Johnson et al., 2020; Jouary and Sumbre, 2016; Mearns et al., 2020), unless 
multiple additional clustering steps are applied (Marques et al., 2018). The more continuous 
representations of behaviour revealed by isomap might also have neural correlates in the 
brain, as discussed below, and might better reflect the encoding of behaviour in spinal-
projecting neurons in fish. 
Mapping behavioural sequences 
Behaviour is not random, but rather structured by both internal and external factors. After 
characterising the diversity of zebrafish larval bouts in Mearns et al. (2020), I next addressed 
how bouts of different kinds are chained together to produce goal-directed behaviours. In 
doing so, I hoped to reveal a kind of “behavioural grammar”, identifying rules that govern 
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transitions between bouts in different parts of the behavioural map. Such transition rules might 
reveal “sticky” regions of the space, where animals perform a group of behaviours repeatedly; 
or, alternatively, bouts from different regions of the space that larvae chain into stereotyped 
sequences. 
To this end, I deployed singular-value decomposition (SVD) to illuminate common 
sequence motifs that recur during behaviour. An intermediate clustering step facilitated 
embedding, and grouped bouts into a few hundred elementary “syllables” that tiled the 
behavioural map. These “microclusters” likely significantly over-estimate the true diversity of 
bout types, allowing transition rules to be revealed within the behavioural continuum without 
forcing kinematically different bouts into the same behavioural category. Computing the 
pairwise transition frequencies between these microclusters generates a matrix that describes 
how animals transitioned between different regions of the map. Importantly, this matrix is not 
necessarily symmetric, i.e. some behavioural transitions might be directional, preferentially 
occurring in one direction over the other. Such sequences were analysed separately from the 
bidirectional transitions within the space, producing two “flavours” of transition rules, labelled 
“symmetric” and “antisymmetric” to reflect the nature of the underlying matrices. The relative 
likelihood of a behavioural transition obeying a given transition rule is captured by a number 
called the singular value. Many moderate singular values in the decomposition might suggest 
intricate and finely structured temporal sequences, while a few dominating singular values 
could emerge from a handful of broader transition rules. For zebrafish behaviour, I found the 
latter to be the case. 
The SVD breakdown of zebrafish behavioural sequences is depicted in Figure 7. 
Symmetric transition modes (S-modes) capture transition rules that, in words, say, “If an 
animal performed a bout from one of these places in the behaviour map, the next bout is likely 
to come from another one of these same places, but not from one of those other places.” The 
first such transition rule to come from the SVD reflects how often bouts from different places 
in the behavioural map were used (“common bouts are most likely to follow common bouts”). 
The next transition rule almost perfectly delineated hunting swims and spontaneous swims (“if 
fish are doing prey capture, the next bout is also likely to be a prey capture bout; and if fish 
are exploring the environment, the next bout is likely to be another exploratory bout”). This 
finding is non-trivial, since SVD was able to identify the difference between spontaneous and 
hunting swims based on sequence structure alone. In cases where independent readouts of 
behavioural states might not be available, SVD has the potential to identify “sticky” regions of 
a behavioural map, hinting towards underlying states that might be restricting an animal’s 
behaviour. Moreover, the SVD provides a metric to quantify transition structure within a 
dataset. For example, when I compared the SVD of transition matrices obtained from healthy 
fish and genetic mutants, I found that bout usage over the space was different, and prey 
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capture sequences were less “sticky” in mutants, being more likely to terminate prematurely 
and resort back to exploratory swimming behaviour. 
Antisymmetric transition modes (A-modes) capture transition rules that, in words, say, 
“Transitions from these places in the behavioural map to those places in the behavioural map 
are more likely than transitions from those places to these places.” Mathematically, they 
represent a 90° rotation of a hyperplane in a high dimensional “bout space”, and consequently 
each A-mode is able to represent up to four kinds of transitions. In healthy fish, but not visually 
impaired mutants, a single A-mode dominated, and represented progressive bout chains 
during prey capture sequences: exploratory swimming → orienting → approach → capture or 
abort → exploratory swimming. Thus, this approach has the potential to reveal stereotyped 
behavioural chains, including within continuous maps that might otherwise preclude clustering 
into discrete actions. 
The SVD approach I applied in Mearns et al. (2020) bears similarities to the approach 
used by Berman et al. (2016). Berman et al. used the eigendecomposition of transition 
probability matrices to map behavioural hierarchies in the spontaneous behaviours of fruit 
flies. These approaches reveal that, for both zebrafish larvae and fruit flies, transitions are 
most common between nearby regions of their respective behavioural spaces. Berman et al. 
focus on the “stickiness” of these states over longer timescales, considering probability 
matrices after multiples behavioural transitions. Their approach showed that fruit fly behaviour 
displays “non-Markovian” dynamics, meaning that behaviours in the past (sometimes up to 
hundreds of transitions prior) contain information about the ongoing behaviour of the animal. 
Contrasting this, my analysis in Mearns et al. (2020) showed that for zebrafish larvae the 
current behaviour is a strong predictor of the next, and that knowing additional past behaviours 
generally does not improve predictions for future ones. Mouse and fly behaviour have also 
been modelled using a hidden Markov model (HMM), whose “hidden” states influence 
behaviour in ways that cannot sufficiently be predicted with a first-order Markov process 
(Katsov et al., 2017; Wiltschko et al., 2015). The different timescales and behavioural contexts 
used in these studies might explain the differences observed in the temporal structuring of 
behaviour in flies and mice on the one hand, and zebrafish larvae on the other. Prey capture 
depends strongly on visual cues, which patterns behaviour in a predictable way, and over 
relatively short timescales (i.e. seconds); whereas the aforementioned studies in other model 
systems focused on spontaneously generated behaviours, where longer-lasting persistent 





Figure 7. Analysis of behavioural sequences 
(A) Sequences of bouts within a behavioural map. Tail angle trace (top) with individual bouts colour-
coded based on their position in the behavioural map (below). 
(B) & (C) Transition rules identified through SVD. Intensity of the colour indicates how many 
transitions each position in the behaviour map contributes to the transition mode. 
(B) Symmetric transition modes. For each transition mode, bouts with the same colour are more likely 
to transition to each other, while bouts with different colours are less likely to transition to each other. 
The black dotted line through the space on the right indicates the approximate boundary between 
prey capture and spontaneous swims. 
(C) An antisymmetric transition mode encoding cyclical behavioural transitions, representing 
stereotyped bout chaining during prey capture. Points on the left transition to points on the right with 
the same colour. Points on the right transition to points on the left with the opposing colour. Red 
regions on the left predominantly represent J-turns, and blue regions predominantly represent 
capture strikes and routine turns. The red region on the right encodes slow forward swims. 
Adapted from Mearns et al. (2020). 
 
In mammals and birds, the sequencing of behaviour is believed to be coordinated in 
“executive” centres of the forebrain (Arber and Costa, 2018; Long et al., 2010); however, 
imaging studies in fish reveal hindbrain oscillators that appear to structure behaviour on these 
intermediate timescales (Dunn et al., 2016a; Marques et al., 2020). One exciting future 
prospect would be to try to link neural activity within these “higher-order” and “executive” brain 




3.2 Prey capture behaviour of the zebrafish larva 
During prey capture, zebrafish larvae perform a sequence of bouts whose goal is to 
bring prey items into a “strike zone” located 0.5-1 mm away, centred, and approximately 20° 
elevated in the visual field (Bolton et al., 2019; Mearns et al., 2020; Patterson et al., 2013). 
Once prey fall within the strike zone, larvae use distance cues to select an appropriate strike 
response: suction for nearer prey, attack swim for prey at an intermediate distance, or an 
energetic S-strike for the most distant prey. I have shown that binocular cues allow for optimal 
action selection during the strike, corroborating previous hypotheses (Bianco et al., 2011; 
Patterson et al., 2013), but not for initiation of the strike itself. The critical decision points in 
the behaviour, along with putative associated releasing stimuli, are summarised in Figure 8, 
and framed as a hierarchical model after Tinbergen. 
In Mearns et al. (2020), I have argued that consistent bout chaining in prey capture 
emerges from a stimulus-response loop. The location of prey in the visual field triggers a bout 
that moves the prey to a new location in the visual field, which triggers the next bout, etc. 
Under such a model, the previous bout should be a strong predictor of the next in a hunting 
sequence, as it should consistently set up a new releasing stimulus. In this study, I used a 
Markov modelling strategy to demonstrate that this is indeed the case. Moreover, I 
demonstrated that visual cues pattern the behaviour on short timescales using a closed-loop 
free-swimming virtual prey capture assay. The sudden removal of a stimulus after initiation of 
a hunting sequence causes larvae to abort the behaviour almost immediately, showing that 
persistent visual cues are necessary to pattern the behaviour. Going forward, this behavioural 
paradigm could be used to test more specific models of prey capture behaviour, e.g. by 
jumping the stimulus to the strike zone immediately after it is detected to test whether a 





Figure 8. Hierarchical model for prey capture behaviour in zebrafish larvae 
Behaviours, named inside bubbles, are organised into a hierarchy, with the instinct (feeding) at the 
top. Bout types are shown at the lowest level of the hierarchy. Solid arrows show the flow of impulses 
from higher levels to lower levels. Boxes represent blocks that prevent impulses from flowing. 
Pictograms inside blocks indicate a “sign stimulus” needed to release downstream behaviours. Other 
pictograms represent “directing” stimuli that guide appetitive behaviours in the absence of sign 
stimuli. Grey shaded areas represent the visual fields of the two eyes. Black shading indicates the 
presence of a prey item in this part of the visual field. Dashed arrows represent the transformation of 
one stimulus into another by the release of a behaviour. J: J-turn; Su: suction; As: attack swim; Ss: 
S-strike; A: approach; S1: slow 1; T: routine turn; S2: slow 2. 
 
Johnson et al. (2020) modelled the hunting behaviour of zebrafish larvae using a marked 
renewal process, considering additional aspects of the behaviour, including the interval 
between bouts, the number of preceding bouts in the hunting sequence, and the length of time 
fish had spent in the behavioural arena. They similarly found that the preceding bout was the 
best predictor of the next one in the sequence. This model was particularly good at predicting 
bouts within a hunting sequence, but generally poorer at determining when the first hunting 
bout would occur (i.e. when prey items are detected). Thus, the two papers are largely in 
agreement in their assessment of prey capture in zebrafish larvae; larvae have a repertoire of 
bouts specifically deployed to orient towards, pursue and capture prey, with the temporal 
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organisation of bouts predominantly structured by the immediate visual scene and preceding 
bout in the sequence. 
In contrast to the classical idea of an invariant fixed action pattern, in Mearns et al. (2020) 
I showed that there is significant variation in the kinematics of bouts deployed during hunting 
behaviour in zebrafish larvae (see Figure 6D). Previously, studies have shown that the 
distance and angular position of prey affects the kinematics of hunting bouts (Patterson et al., 
2013; Trivedi and Bollmann, 2013). Bolton et al. (2019) showed that each successive bout in 
the sequence serves to approximately halve the visual angle and distance between the current 
position of the prey and the strike zone. Interestingly, stochasticity in their model improves 
performance, decreasing the total number of bouts required to bring prey to the strike zone. 
Thus, variability in bout kinematics appears to be a feature of zebrafish prey capture that 
improves efficiency by decreasing the time engaged in hunting activity. 
3.3 Neural circuits for prey capture 
With a thorough understanding of the behavioural rules that underlie prey capture, we 
can now consider how these rules might be realised in neural circuits. Visually guided prey 
capture starts in the retina, which transmits parallelised feature representations of the outside 
world to forebrain and midbrain structures. Thereafter, salient objects are detected across the 
visual field, a single object is selected for a response, and a sensorimotor transformation 
occurs that computes a movement that would best achieve the current goal of the animal (i.e., 
to bring prey to the strike zone, initiate a capture strike, or abort the behaviour). This movement 
is ultimately realised by the patterned activity of motor neuron pools, which generate muscle 
contractions and change the posture of the animal. 
From the brain’s perspective, the goal of prey capture appears to be to position prey 
bilaterally on the strike zone, which maps to the anterior tectum (see Figure 9). Prey is almost 
always detected unilaterally, since the eyes create minimal binocular overlap in the visual field 
when unconverged. The stimulus becomes binocular, however, after the initial J-turn and 
saccadic convergence of the contralateral eye. It is possible that the appearance of prey on 
the temporal retina of the contralateral eye provides a termination signal for the initial J-turn 
(see Figure 9). Thereafter, the brain would need to compute movements that maintain the 
position of prey on the strike zone of one eye, while incrementally moving it closer to the strike 
zone of the other. While this model is speculative, it is arguably consistent with behavioural 
observations, and provides constraints on the sensorimotor transformations of prey capture 
by limiting the degrees of freedom, thereby simplifying the necessary computations in the 
brain. Interestingly, when predatory insects pursue prey, they also appear to position targets 
within a restricted “visual window” (Fabian et al., 2018; Lin and Leonardo, 2017), possibly 
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reminiscent of the “strike zone” in fish. Such a system might have evolved repeatedly to solve 
the challenges of catching prey in three-dimensional environments. 
Retina 
The retina does not contain uniform maps of space, but rather processes features 
differentially across the visual field (Baden et al., 2020). In zebrafish larvae, prey-responsive 
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) project to a pretectal arborisation field, AF7, and the superficial 
SO layer of the tectum (Semmelhack et al., 2014). Both of these arborisation sites have an 
over-representation of the temporal retina (Robles et al., 2014), which contains notable 
specialisations in the zebrafish larva. In particular, the temporal-ventral retina contains a high-
acuity zone (Schmitt and Dowling, 1999), where larvae position prey prior to the strike (the 
aforementioned “strike zone”). Under naturalistic sunlit conditions, protozoa such as 
paramecia appear as UV-bright spots when viewed against the backdrop of the water surface 
(Zimmermann et al., 2018). Both photoreceptors and RGCs are specialised for detecting UV 
in the strike zone (Yoshimatsu et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). Interestingly, molecularly 
defined RGCs expressing the transcription factor, mafaa, are enriched in the temporal retina, 
and project to AF7 and the SO (Kölsch et al., 2021), hinting towards genetically encoded 
circuitry specialised for prey detection in this region. 
Pretectum 
Neurons neighbouring AF7, putatively receiving prey feature maps from the retina, 
project to the superficial layers of the tectum (Semmelhack et al., 2014), or to the tegmentum 
and hindbrain (Antinucci et al., 2019; Semmelhack et al., 2014). Other cells in the vicinity, 
which respond to prey but may not necessarily be directly retinorecipient, project to the 
hypothalamus, an important centre for appetite control (Muto et al., 2017). The Semmelhack-
Antinucci cells preferentially respond to prey-like stimuli and optogenetically stimulating them 
can drive entire hunting sequences, even in the absence of prey (Antinucci et al., 2019). These 






Figure 9. Circuit model for the descending control of prey capture behaviour 
(A) Schematic of the stages of a zebrafish larva hunting sequence. 
(B) Schematic for the binocular representation of prey over time during hunting. The paramecium 
(pink) is the reference point. Black semicircles represent the position of the eyes relative to the prey; 
grey semicircles show the location of the eyes at the previous stage of the behaviour. Enlarged 
regions (highlighted by asterisks in the first panel) represent the strike zone on the retina. 
(C) Hypothetical feed-forward circuit for action selection during hunting, showing activity at three 
intermediate stages of the behaviour. Two bilaterally symmetric neuronal populations control bouts, 
representing a hypothesised role for the nMLF and vSPNs. Presence of prey in one tectum inhibits 
ipsilateral vSPNs, and the nMLF. Prey in the anterior tectum disinhibits the nMLF. Pretectum 
activates downstream neurons directly via crossed excitatory projections. Tectum shapes activity 
indirectly via disinhibition, mediated by pools of inhibitory interneurons (omitted for clarity). In this 
model, strong symmetric activity in the nMLF releases strikes. (C1) Release of the initial J-turn. (C2) 
Release of an approach swim. (C3) Release of the capture strike. PT: pretectal arborisation field 




In Förster et al. (2020), my colleagues and I showed that cells in the tectum selectively 
respond to prey-like stimuli, corroborating previous findings (Bianco and Engert, 2015). 
Removing superficial visual input to the tectum substantially decreased tectal cell responses 
to prey-like stimuli, suggesting such responses are inherited from RGCs and not computed de 
novo. Moreover, this tuning likely depends on accurate and restricted retinotopic mapping of 
the RGC inputs, since disruption of this topography in blumenkohl mutants, where the RGC 
axons over-branch in the tectum, reduces visual acuity during prey capture (Mearns et al., 
2020). 
Notably, however, a linear summation of RGC response profiles does not fully explain 
the observed tuning of prey-responsive tectal cells (Förster et al., 2020). This suggests that 
the tectum sharpens tuning to prey-like stimuli, possibly via non-linear integration of RGC 
inputs or via tectum-intrinsic circuitry. Furthermore, behavioural studies show that larvae 
adjust their orienting swims based on direction of prey motion, producing complex backward-
directed J-turns when prey moves backwards in the visual field (Bolton et al., 2019; Patterson 
et al., 2013). The tectum appears to compute this backward motion of prey-like stimuli de 
novo, rather than inheriting such responses from RGCs (Förster et al., 2020). On the retina, 
such a stimulus represents nasalward motion, away from the high-acuity strike zone. Perhaps 
this specialisation of the retina forces a trade-off, whereby prey-detecting cells in the nasal 
retina are too distantly spaced to accurately compute motion (or motion at the speeds used in 
the present study), offloading the computation downstream to the tectum. 
Moreover, recent studies suggest that the prey capture circuitry is not entirely hardwired. 
Experienced larvae have improved prey detection and better-targeted orienting swims 
(Lagogiannis et al., 2020; Oldfield et al., 2020), possibly via the refinement of tectal 
microcircuits (Avitan et al., 2020). 
In Förster et al. (2020), we showed a spatial map of size tuning over the anterior-
posterior axis of the tectum. Such a change in size preference might be relevant for prey 
capture. As the behaviour progresses, and the prey moves closer to the near anterior visual 
field, it would grow on the retina of the fish, filling the strike zone. Curiously, we found that 
targeted ablation of neurons that respond to larger prey sizes decreased engagement in prey 
capture behaviour. 
To maintain hunting sequences, we might hypothesise that larvae keep track of the prey 
as it shifts in the visual field between bouts. How they would achieve this is unknown, although 
we do know that a motor map overlays the retinotopic map in the tectum such that the 
magnitude of orienting swims released by the tectum increases from anterior to posterior 
(Helmbrecht et al., 2018). I would suggest that such a signal could emerge by the computation 
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of an “error vector” between the current location of a target in the visual field and the “strike 
zone” in the anterior tectum (see Figure 10). Such a vector could be transmitted to the 
hindbrain via a space code in the ipsilateral tectobulbar tract (Helmbrecht et al., 2018), but 
exist as an “activity code” in the tectum, whereby a local predictive enhancement of activity in 
the anterior tectum “catches” the prey as it shifts forward in the visual map. Disrupting circuitry 
in the anterior tectum could disrupt the computation of this error vector, preventing the release 
of the motor command. 
Binocular integration 
As noted above, prey capture becomes a binocular behaviour after the initial eye 
convergence and J-turn. Thus, the two tecta and pretecta must work in tandem to generate 
coherent goal-directed motion towards a prey stimulus in the visual field. This immediately 
creates a four way correspondence problem in the zebrafish larva brain: how do larvae “know” 
that neural activity in the pretectum and tectum correspond to the same prey object in the 
visual field, and how is this same object matched across hemispheres? The best guess 
answer to the former question is that recurrent loops between tectum and pretectum 
coordinate neural activity between these two regions. Neurons neighbouring AF7 project to 
the tectum (Semmelhack et al., 2014), and PVPNs in the tectum project back to the pretectum 
(Helmbrecht et al., 2018). Whether such projection neurons connect, and whether projections 
follow topographic rules, remains to be determined. 
Experimental evidence sheds a little more light on how activity is coordinated between 
hemispheres. In Förster et al. (2020), we showed that the “ipsilateral” tectum (i.e. the “wrong” 
side given the fully crossed of RGC projection in fish) responds to unilaterally presented visual 
stimuli. These responses remained even after enucleation of the contralateral eye, 
demonstrating that such responses arise from within the brain and not an artefact caused, 
e.g., by a reflection of the stimulus. Ablation of these cells also impaired the release of prey 
capture behaviour. This demonstrates the importance of interhemispheric circuitry at all stages 
of the behaviour. As discussed above, during the initial J-turn, a prey stimulus will suddenly 
appear in this ipsilateral tectum. If a kind of “predictive” feed-forward circuit is required to 
release the behaviour, disrupted or incoherent network activity in this other tectum could block 
that release. Alternatively, ablation of these neurons could disrupt the saccade-generating 
assemblies in the tectum (Bianco and Engert, 2015), preventing eye convergence and thus 





Figure 10. Hypotheses for the binocular coordination of prey capture behaviour 
(A) Vector summation model for action selection during prey capture. Arrows indicate a movement 
vector that brings prey closer to the strike zone (star, representing bilateral activity in the anterior 
tecta). 
(B) Hypothetical implementation of the vector summation model by the integration of tectal outputs. 
(C) Hypothetical model for the binocular coordination of behaviour. Motor commands from one tectum 
would induce a predicted change in prey position in the other tectum. Intertectal loops ensure prey 
tracking across hemispheres. 
(D) Hypothetical model for correspondence of objects in the visual field mediated by the nucleus 
isthmi. Winner-take-all computations consists of global suppression and local enhancement. A similar 
circuit might be able to “match” activity across hemispheres for bilaterally represented stimuli. 
(E) Hypothetical model for pretecto-tecto-isthmic loop that release behaviour. Tecto-pretectal loops 
match activity to the same stimulus between the two regions. Tecto-ishtmic loops serve as an 
attentional mechanism to keep track of prey. Synchronous activity might allow for disinhibition of 
pretectal command neurons by the nucleus isthmi. The shown projections exist, but whether they are 
excitatory or inhibitory is unknown. Schematic conventions the same as Figure 9. 
 
Interhemispheric coordination also appears to be necessary for correct targeting of the 
prey to the strike zone. In Mearns et al. (2020), I tested the prey capture behaviour of fish that 
I had blinded in one eye. These animals still initiated prey capture towards prey on their intact 
side, converged their eyes as normal, and were able to maintain the behaviour despite missing 
half the normal visual inputs. However, these larvae were approximately half as likely to initiate 
strikes, and, when they did, prey were not correctly positioned within the usual “strike zone”. I 
would propose that each tectum has the ability to “veto” the initiation of a strike if a target is 
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not properly positioned in the anterior tectum. However, such a veto requires activity in that 
tectum in the first place, which would be absent in half-blinded fish. Moreover, feed-forward 
signals from the “sighted” tectum mentioned previously could erroneously alert the “blind” 
tectum to the presence of prey in the strike zone, causing premature release of the behaviour. 
A class of inhibitory crossed intertectal neurons appear to be important for the initiation of 
strikes, and could form part of the interhemispheric circuitry coordinating the behaviour 
(Gebhardt et al., 2019). 
Why does the fish brain distribute neural circuits for prey capture between the tectum 
and pretectum, when either would appear sufficient to drive the behaviour? In The Study of 
Instinct, Tinbergen distinguishes between “sign stimuli” that release a behaviour and “directing 
stimuli” that guide the movements of the animal. Herein might lie the answer. Stimulation of 
Semmelhack-Antinucci cells drives “undirected” prey capture sequences, suggesting that 
these neurons might provide a classical “releasing mechanism” for the behaviour, perhaps in 
conjunction with the tectum. The tectum provides a finely graded topographic map of the visual 
field, and converts this map into fine-tuned movements that allow the animal to orient towards 
a specific point in space. Both tectum and pretectum project to the hindbrain, where the 
outputs of the two may be reconciled within premotor circuitry to generate the graded, target-
directed swims observed in prey capture behaviour. Supporting this model, unilateral lesions 
to tectal outputs causes misguided orienting movements during prey capture in frogs, but 
removing one tectum blocks the orienting behaviour altogether (Kostyk and Grobstein, 1987). 
Reticular formation 
The discovery of neurons that could drive behaviour in crayfish led to the development 
of the “command neuron concept” (Wiersma and Ikeda, 1964), which posits that complete 
actions might be encoded in single neurons in the brain. The concept was refined in the 
following decades, resulting in a stricter definition, but also extended to encompass “command 
systems” of neurons that control specific behaviours (Kupfermann and Weiss, 1978). The 
command neuron concept provides a plausible hypothesis for how kinematically distinct 
modular behaviours could be encoded in the brain. For example, stimulation of single 
descending neurons in the fly brain can elicit specific movements (Cande et al., 2018; Robie 
et al., 2017). 
In zebrafish larvae, approximately 100 reticulospinal neurons on each side of the brain 
descend to the spinal cord (Kimmel et al., 1982). Within this system, the Mauthner cell and its 
segmental homologues might reasonably constitute a “command system” for the C-start 
escape behaviour (Liu and Fetcho, 1999). On the other hand, imaging studies of the reticular 
formation during the behaviour has revealed a broad escape network encompassing a large 
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number of neurons (Gahtan et al., 2002), and commands for long-latency visual escapes 
reach the spinal cord via a Mauthner-independent pathway (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017). In 
Fernandes et al. (2021), I showed that excitatory feedbacks to the tectum from the nucleus 
isthmi (NI) could be involved in guiding the directionality of this behaviour. Curiously, I found 
that stimulation of the NI could drive burst swims directly, suggesting that this nucleus itself 
might also target premotor centres via descending projections to the hindbrain. 
The ventral spinal projection neurons (vSPNs) constitute another possible command 
system, involved in turning behaviours (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2013). It is 
unlikely, however, that there is a simple one-to-one mapping between all reticulospinal 
neurons and bout types. For example, the nucleus of the medial longitudinal fasciculus (nMLF) 
has been implicated in controlling both swimming speed (Severi et al., 2014; Wang and 
McLean, 2014) and turning (Thiele et al., 2014), including during prey capture (Gahtan et al., 
2005). Thiele et al. suggest that this nucleus is controlling something more fundamental 
entirely, namely postural adjustments of the tail, which is essential in controlling a range of 
different behaviours.  
The behaviour map I generated in Mearns et al. (2020) shows that pursuit bouts in prey 
capture do not separate into kinematically distinct modules, but rather form a continuum. Other 
studies of prey capture support this view (Bolton et al., 2019; Borla et al., 2002; Johnson et 
al., 2020; Patterson et al., 2013; Trivedi and Bollmann, 2013). This finding invites us to 
consider these more nuanced hypotheses for how the reticular formation might encode 
behaviour. The timing and magnitude of a “turning” component in a bout vary strongly along 
the first dimension of the space, and this could reflect activity of vSPNs. This would suggest 
that vSPNs should be active over a range of behaviours, including prey capture. The second 
dimension of the space appears to separate bouts based on a combination of swimming speed 
(with faster burst swims at the bottom of the space) and bout symmetry (with asymmetric J-
turns at the top). Notably, the nMLF is implicated in both of these aspects of swimming. 
Moreover, some reticulospinal neurons may not be specifically involved in bout production at 
all, but in stopping ongoing movement (Bouvier et al., 2015; Grätsch et al., 2019), or 
coordinating eye, fin and jaw movements with swimming. 
Neurons in both the tectum and pretectum project to the hindbrain and can drive hunting 
bouts (Antinucci et al., 2019; Helmbrecht et al., 2018). While their targets are unknown, axons 
of Semmelhack-Antinucci cells terminate near to the nMLF and vSPNs. Possible targets of 
ipsilaterally descending tectobulbar neurons, however, are less certain. One complicating 
factor is that motor commands from the tectum must cross back to the other hemisphere to 
guide swims towards a target. I think that direct feed-forward excitatory drive to reticulospinal 
neurons, which might also receive strong descending excitation from the pretectum, 
represents a poor system for guiding such swims. Rather, I would propose ipsilaterally 
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descending tectobulbar neurons might shift activity in retiuclospinal pools via crossed 
disinhibition, mediated through a relay of, as of yet unidentified, inhibitory interneuron pools 
(see Figure 9). 
Furthermore, orienting towards prey requires an animal to know both the location of prey 
in the visual field and the current eye position. The integration of retina-centric and body-
centric reference frames happens downstream of the tectum (probably in the hindbrain) 
(Helmbrecht et al., 2018), which also contains the oculomotor integrator encoding eye position 
(Lee et al., 2015; Miri et al., 2011). Further research is required to determine how and where 
all these inputs – descending commands from tectum and pretectum, and eye position – are 
integrated. 
Circuits for the capture strike 
Contrasting pursuit swims, in Mearns et al. (2020) I showed that capture strikes separate 
into two kinematically distinct clusters. The explosive S-strike is reminiscent of the S-start 
escape response (Liu et al., 2012) and, plausibly, could be Mauthner-mediated. Although 
Borla et al. (2002) found that ablation of the Mauthner cells did not affect the production strikes, 
the presence of a secondary attack swim might provide redundant backup to ensure robust 
triggering of the behaviour. Such a system exists for the escape response, where long-latency 
escapes via a Mauthner-independent pathway serve as a redundant mechanism for triggering 
the behaviour (Burgess and Granato, 2007b). The neuronal substrate of the attack swim is 
also unknown, but such a circuit could involve the large cells of the nMLF, which can drive fast 
forward swims (Severi et al., 2014; Wang and McLean, 2014). 
Interestingly, as larvae gain hunting experience, S-strikes become more common and 
more accurate (Lagogiannis et al., 2020). By the time they reach the juvenile stage, discrete 
hunting bouts have fused into a single “homing strike” (Westphal and O’Malley, 2013). While 
these shifts in the behaviour could represent differential recruitment of premotor command 
systems, alternatively both S-strikes and attack swims could be generated within the same 
neural population. The production of different motor patterns within a single circuit is well-
established in other systems (Marder and Bucher, 2007). 
We do not know where the command or decision to strike originates in the brain. It is 
very likely that the anterior tectum is involved, since prey would induce bilateral activity here 
immediately prior to the strike. Similarly, the tectum is believed to be the source of the 
snapping command in toads (Ewert et al., 1994). In mice, however, the signal to capture prey 
appears to come from the central amygdala (Han et al., 2017). Yet another possibility is the 
nucleus isthmi (NI), which is implicated in maintaining prey capture sequences (Henriques et 
al., 2019), as well as coordinating binocular responses to predators (Fernandes et al., 2021). 
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Thus, it likely implements attentional gating of a wide range of behaviours, possibly including 
the capture strike. 
In Mearns et al. (2020) I showed that zebrafish larvae capture prey with a stereotyped 
jaw movement involving coordinated extension of the mandible, depression of the hyoid and 
dorsal flexion of the cranium. Hernández et al. (2002) argue that such a movement requires 
simultaneous contraction of multiple muscle groups throughout the lower jaw and trunk. Thus, 
this behaviour must emerge from the coordinated activity of no fewer than five motor neuron 
pools distributed between trigeminal and facial motor nuclei and the anterior spinal cord, timed 
perfectly within the capture bout. Premotor circuitry controlling orofacial movements is poorly 






Modulation of prey capture behaviour 
While feeding is obviously essential for animal survival, it is also potentially a very costly 
behaviour. Lingering at the water surface in broad daylight makes zebrafish larvae easy 
targets for predators from both above and below. Prey capture behaviour consumes neural 
resources, such as attention, that could otherwise be focussed on recognising and responding 
to these potential threats. Explosive strike manoeuvres are energetically demanding and 
cannot be wasted on nutrient-poor or out of reach targets. Thus, all levels of the behaviour – 
from determining the best time to feed, to selecting the best targets for a response, to 
determining whether and when to strike – must be carefully balanced with other needs of the 
animal. Recent advances are starting to shed light on the neural mechanisms that modulate 
prey capture behaviour. 
Hunger is clearly a strong motivator of prey capture behaviour, and zebrafish larvae are 
more voracious hunters when starved (Johnson et al., 2020). The hypothalamus, a well-known 
appetite control centre in mammals, is modulated by food cues and feeding state in zebrafish 
larvae (Wee et al., 2019). Information about prey in the visual field reaches the hypothalamus 
via the pretectum (Muto et al., 2017). However, it is unknown how hunger and satiety states 
encoded in the hypothalamus might feedback to gate the visuomotor circuits of prey capture. 
Another neural correlate of hunting motivation is found in the dorsal raphe nucleus. 
Activity in this nucleus oscillates as fish switch between exploratory and exploitative 
behavioural states, during which larvae are less or more likely to engage in prey capture, 
respectively (Marques et al., 2020). Serotonin released by dorsal raphe neurons modulates 
the tuning of tectal neurons to visual stimuli (Filosa et al., 2016), and thus could provide a 
mechanism for how the internal motivational state of the larva gates prey capture behaviour. 
Further work might seek to uncover the morphology and function of tectal neurons that are 
subject to neuromodulation, as well as investigate whether this system also modulates other 
prey capture-related brain regions. 
Multimodal integration 
While vision is the dominant sensory modality underlying zebrafish larval prey capture, 
they are occasionally able to capture prey in the dark (Gahtan et al., 2005; Patterson et al., 
2013). Some other species depend heavily on the lateral line for prey capture (Lloyd et al., 
2018; Schwalbe et al., 2012). Integration of lateral line and visual inputs probably occurs 
during the behaviour, especially when the prey is close to the fish prior to the onset of a strike 
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(New, 2002). Second-order lateral line neurons in the hindbrain project predominantly to the 
torus semicircularis, but also to the tectum (Bleckmann, 2008; Fame et al., 2006). Thus, 
multimodal integration of visual and lateral line information could occur in the tectum 
(Thompson et al., 2016), and influence from the latter may be the more important for prey 
catching in some species. 
Olfaction represents another important sensory modality for feeding. Certain amino 
acids provide an appetitive signal for fish (Vitebsky et al., 2005), and thus may provide cues 
that direct exploratory swimming towards potential food sources. In some fish species, the 
mere presence of some amino acids is sufficient to release prey capture-like behaviours 
(Mearns, 1989). While the terminal nerve provides a direct connection between the olfactory 
system and the retina (Whitlock, 2004), descending projections from the telencephalon to the 
diencephalon, midbrain, and hindbrain represent more likely candidates for multimodal 
integration between vision and olfaction during prey capture. The neural circuits through which 
olfaction influences this behaviour, however, remain comparatively unexplored. 
Evolution of behaviour 
The evolution of jaws more than 400 million years ago allowed for the diversification of 
feeding strategies and radiation of gnathostomes, representing all extant vertebrates except 
hagfish and lampreys. Distinct behavioural modules for the pursuit and capture of prey, with 
correspondingly distinct neural pathways, appears to be a shared feature of hunting across 
taxa, from fish (discussed here) to frogs (Ewert, 1987) to mice (Han et al., 2017). These 
similarities are probably not a coincidence, since all vertebrates share a common neural 
bauplan, and the ancestral circuitry that drove active predation in our last common ancestor 
must surely have left a mark on its descendants. There is remarkable conservation of the gene 
regulatory networks that guide the development of motor and premotor circuits in vertebrates, 
their connectivity, and their function (Grillner and El Manira, 2019). 
But while the effectors of the Umwelt remain invariant – eat this; avoid that –, the 
receptors for this and that are forever changing as predators and prey try to outpace each 
other in an evolutionary arms race. Thus, behaviour could evolve as new and repurposed 
sensory representations are rewired to the primordial circuits that pattern motion. These motor 
circuits, in contrast, need only be fine-tuned to the specifics of the environment and 
biomechanics of the animal. Comparative studies of prey capture in vertebrates could yield 
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